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JULY 1989 

6 Panorama 
Development of the Cooljarloo heavy mineral 
sand deposit, W.A.; Romania plans to broaden 
energy mix; Copper-gold deposits open for de
velopment in Haiti; Rotifunk rutile project, Sier
ra Leone; Centenary of nickel carbonyl disco
very. 

26 Amélie Potash Mine 
MDPA, Mines de Potasse d'Alsace, has deve
loped considerable expertise in mining the po
tash deposits in northeastern France. 

34 Flotation at Nchanga 
In modernizing the Nchanga flotation plant, 
Techpro compared large flotation cells with co
lumn flotation. The authors discuss the advan
tages and disadvantages of each type of cell. 

40 Pyhasalmi Concentrator 
A high degree of instrumentation and compu
ter-aided control enables operators at this Ou-
tokumpu mill to optimize the economic results -
not always the same as maximum metallurgi
cal grades or recoveries. 

48 Hydraulic drills 
Geoff Pearse looks at the range of hydraulic 
drills currently available and the developments 
which have occurred in this field over the past 
20 years. 

56 Shaft Engineering 
A summary of papers presented at the June 
conference in Harrogate organized by the IMM 
in association with the I. Min. E. and Institution 
of Civil Engineers. 

AUGUST 1989 

86 Panorama 
Panasqueira develops for the future; Bourneiix 
- Cogema's expanding gold operation; Australi
an joint venture to develop Northern Ireland lig
nite. 

102 Reocin 
This major zinc-lead mine in northern Spain 
has both openpit and underground workings, 
the latter employing two different methods to 
recover the ore. 

118 Slag in Backfill 
Given the right conditions, smelter slag can be 
utilized as a constituent of cementitious backfill 
for use in mines. 

124 Earth from Space 
Geologic mapping of the earth from space is a 
useful tool. The author gives recent examples 
and outlines possible future developments. 

129 The Hospital at Tembagapura 
An essential part of the infrastructure suppor
ting any remote mine is its hospital. The author 
describes the facilities at Freeport Indonesia's 
copper mine in Irian Jaya. 

137 Bergbau 89 Postscript 

Some of the new products at this important mi
ning show held in Düsseldorf during May are 
described briefly. 

Mining Engineering 

JULY 1989 

516 AMC Coal Convention and Longwall Exhi
bition: Wildcat strikes, clean air, and coal's 
image and potential all pertinent discussi
on topics 
Tim O'Neil 

521 Rapid Excavation and Tunneling Confe
rence: Progress report - Europe's Chun-
nel tunneling project enters phase of ra
pid advance 
Lane White 

527 Review of 1988 international mining acti
vities 
Charles L Kimbell 

55 



541 What It's worth: A review of mineral royalty 
information 
H. Lyn Bourne 

557 The 1989 Directory of the Society for Mi
ning, Metallurgy, and Exploration, Inc. 

559 SME Directors, Officers, and Committees 

563 SME local sections and officers 

565 SME student chapters 

567 Alphabetical listing of SME members 

696 Geographic listing of SME members: 
United States - by state 
Worldwide - by country 

782 Membership information and application 

AUGUST 1989 

823 Crushing and grinding at Bond Gold's Co-
lesseum mine: an update 
R.L Beatty 

827 Grade control and ore selection at the Co
losseum gold mine 
B.M. Davis, J. Trimble, and D. McClure 

831 Exxon reclaims its Highland uranium tai
lings basin In Wyoming 
D.M. Range 

835 Some basic problems in coal mine ground 
control discussed 
Syd S. Peng 

845 Mineralization potential along the trend of 
the Keweenawan - Age Central North Ameri
can rift system in Iowa, Nebraska, and Kan
sas 
P. Berendsen 

849 Optimizing the performance of a rubber-li
ned mill 
T.K. Moller and R. Brough 

854 TECHNICAL NOTE: Elemental composition 
of coal dust created by mining and labora
tory size reduction: A comparison 
C.J. Johnson and C.J. Bise 

857 TECHNICAL NOTE: Hydraulic hoisting -
An economic alternative in the deepening 
of underground mines 
A. Sellgren, A. Jedborn, and K. Hansson 

860 DISCUSSION: Degradation process in coal 
slurry pipelines 
M.G. Ay at and B.C. Scott 

SEPTEMBER 1989 

905 Underground coal mining technology - an 
overview and a look ahead 
R.K. Singhal, K. Fytas, and R.D. Lama 

913 Mine site visits help gold analysts see be
yond the annual report 
Steve Krai 

918 Maintenance information: Mining industry 
has special needs 
Paul D. Domlingson 

951 Design of grinding balls 
D.J. Dunn 

955 Electrical fault diagnosis using expert 
systems 
S.B. Panon, T.Novak, and R.L. Sanford 

960 Mine monitoring - improving protection and 
productivity 
P. Worley 

963 TECHNICAL NOTE: Development in gold le
aching using hydrogen peroxide 
J. Loroesch, H. Knorre, and A. Griffiths 

965 DISCUSSION: Two case histories of subsi
dence in the Warrior coalfield 
D.W.Park 

968 DISCUSSION: Canonical diagram as a 
graph representation of a mine ventilation 
network 
A.M. Wala and T Alt man 
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Industrial Minerals 
JULY 1989 71 The latest in static- conductive FIBCs 

19 Industrial silica sand; An operational revi
ew 

40 Brazil set to boost vermiculite market 

43 Vermiculite and Perlite; For animal feeds
tuff and crop farming 

51 The Ch i lean economy 1987 and 1988 

AUGUST 1989 

18 South Africa's minerals; Diversity in adver
sity 

54 Pyroprocessing techniques the fiery world 
of industrial minerals 

SEPTEMBER 1989 

29 Whiteware developments; A European 
perspective 

45 Magnesia markets fit for optimism 

59 South African mineral industries; Opportu
nities for growth 

71 Lebanese glass industry during crisis; Sili
ca sand resources and market diversifica-

81 Prospects and problems of mineral - based 
industries in Pakistan 

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy 

MAY-AUGUST 1989 

C89 Possible route for chromium production 
from ferrochromium powder, 2: removal of 
iron from nitrided ferrochromium by leac
hing 
A.W. Kirby and D.J. Fray 

C96 Possible route for chromium production 
form ferrochromium powder, 3: dissociati
on behaviour of chromium nitride 
A. W. Kirby and D.J. Fray 

C99 Flotation of magnesite and dolomite by fatty 
acids 
K.A. Matis et al. 

C106 Removal of uranium, plutonium and ameri-
cium particles from alkaline colloidal soluti
on by froth flotation 
D.A. White and J.M. Taylor 

C111 Recovery of cobalt from Ergani, Turkey, 
converter slag by reduction smelting in a la
boratory-scale electric-arc furnace 
H. Hensgen et al. 

Cl17Gibbs energy of formation of Co2Si04 and 
phase relations in the system Co-Si-O 
GM Kale and K.T. Jacob 

C123 Mass-transfer kinetics of the ferrous-ferric 
electrode process in copper sulphate elect-
rowinning electrolytes 
A.V. Cooke, J.P. Chilton and D.J. Fray 

C132 Analysis of xanthate and its degredation 
products by ion chromatography 
B.I. Palsson 

C141 Technical notes 
Capillary processing of dense polydisperse 
suspensions 
R.A. Williams 

C144 Influence of Sb on activity of Bi in molten 
copper 
X..H. Jiiang, D.C. Lynch and 
W.G. Davenport 
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International Journal of Mineral Processing 

SEPTEMBER 1989 

1 Thermodynamic calculations on iron - con
taining sulphide mineral flotation systems, 
I. The stability of iron - xanthates 
X. Wang, K.S.E. Forssberg and N.J. Bolin 

21 Factors affecting the lead-zinc separation at 
the Grund concentrator 
F.J.M. von Reeken, J. Lange, J.J.S. Seensma 
and P.C. Duyvesteyn 

39 Analytical evaluation of locked cycle flotati
on tests 
S. Nishimura, H.Hirosue, K. Shobu and K. Jin-
nai 

51 Effect of dissolved lead ions on the ethy-
Ixanthate adsorption on sphalerite in we
akly acidic media 
S.R. Popov, D.Dr. Vucinic, J.W. StrojekandA. 
Denca 

63 Application of a probability model for the 
entrainment of hydrophilic particles in froth 
flotation 
V.M. Kirjavainen 

75 Particle capture In the matrix of a magnetic 
separator 
J. Svoboda and V.E. Ross 

JULY 1989 

23 Application of a kinematically admissible 
velocity field to the analysis of the arching 
phenomena in backfills 
H.B. Poorooshasb, F.P. Hassanı 

31 Rib pillar design in open stope mining 
Y.Potvin, M.Hudyma and H.D.S. Miller 

37 Practical rock engineering stope design ca
se histories from Noranda Minerals Inc. 
W.F. Bawden, G. Sauriol, D. Milne and P. Ger
main 

46 "Most likely" tension crack positions in pla
ne shear slope failure 
D. Kullmann and K. Barron 

55 Study of the dynamic stability of mine waste 
dumps 

95 Effect of galvanic interaction between grin
ding media and minerals on sphalerite flota
tion 
M.K. Yelloji Rao and K.AA. Natarajan 

111 Flocculation of sulfides and the role of a 
compiexing agent in it 
S. Acar and! P. Somasundaran 

125 A Procedure for rapid determination of the 
Bond work index 
N. Magdalinovic 

133 A simple method of determining contact 
angles on particles and their relevance to 
flotation 
R.N. Hanning and P.R. Rutter 

147 The role of metal hydroxides at mineral sur
faces in dextrin adsorption, II. Chalcopyrite 
- galena separations in the presence of 
dextrin 
O. LiuandJ.S. Laskowski 

157 Column flotation of talc 
C.-J. Kho and H.-J. Sohn 

B. Stuckert and J. Balfour, D. Fawcett and P. 
Sheehan, and B. (Manas) Das 

61 Monitoring equipment for mining induced 
stresses at Niobec Mine 
G. Herget and F. Kapeller 

69 Effect of galvannealing heat treatment on 
the corrosion characteristics of galvanized 
steel 
M.I. Abbas, M.S. Ahmed and M.A. Shahin 

AUGUST 1989 

43 Coal, a fuel option at Cold Lake 
J.P. Aiello 

47 Process engineering evaluation of lignite 
upgrading technologies 
Adam J. Szladow 

CIM BULLETIN 
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55 Technology transfer and acceptance key to 
increased productivity in oil sands mining; 
R.K. Singhal 

60 Factors affecting the leaching of radium -
226 from barium-radium sulphate sludges 
P.M. Huck and R. John 

67 Channel - fills in the McMurray Formation: 
their recognition, delineation, and impact 
at the Syncrude Mine 
R.G. Cuddy and W.K. Muwais 

81 Nondestructive evaluation of industrial 
materials 
P. Cielo 
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